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Hello friends and readers, 

Our report this week (click here to read) has a number of accounts concerning refugees in China, 

Colombia, Egypt, Iraq, Malaysia, and Nigeria.  Two Christian leaders from different 

denominations have both reported in separate stories that the extinction of Christianity in Iraq 

now appears nearly inevitable.  

A Christian was killed in Kenya.  The health of another, Maryam Naghash-Zargaran (aka 

Nasim), has taken a turn for the worse in prison in Iran, and she has again been denied access to 

medical treatment.  Please pray for her! 

In total we have over 10 pages of arrests, abductions, and assaults, plus a few other stories. 

Canadian bishops have been fighting for a law that will prevent Christian health care providers 

from losing their jobs if they refuse to participate in euthanasia; currently no such protection 

exists.   

The government in the Indian state of Goa - which has a significant Christian population - has 

broken the law to ensure that Hindu radicals will be able to control the legislature despite their 

loss at the polls.   

Pakistan saw two cases of discrimination:  

 The Christian category was listed on the new census forms with a derogatory term 

 An advertisement for the hiring of municipal sanitation workers said ‘Only Christians, 

Hindus, and Shia Muslims need apply’. When Christians protested the government 

apologized – for having added the Shia to the list! 

What fun-loving cards! These Pakistani bureaucrats must have laughed all the way to their late-

afternoon cricket games. 

As usual, please continue your prayers for the suffering and for those who inflict it. 
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